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ENThank you, for choosing Tellur! 
Please, read this user manual carefully before using the product and keep it
safe for future references.
Note! To ensure the wireless charging function works safely and efficiently, you must 
use a DC 5V/2A or 9V/2A adapter (QUALCOMM Quick Charger 2.0 or 3.0) and a quick 
charge Type-C cable (if not use the appropriate adapter and quick charge cable, the 
charger may not fast charge your phone or may even damage the charger).

1. Product diagram

1. LED Lamp
2. Knob function switch
3. Wireless charging area
4. Speaker
5. LED indicative light
6. Lamp pole
7. Speaker case
8. Type-C power input port.



EN2. Product description
Meet Nostalgia a 3 in 1 device, retro and modern at the same time. A lamp desk
to Light your life with a style restoring ancient ways. A Bluetooth Speaker to enjoy the 
music and to be present on the scene.
From elegance to classic. The fantastic lightning and gorgeous rhythm are creating a 
carnival filled with melody.
Combining fun with functionality, Nostalgia Lamp, will keep your phone's battery at 100% 
through its Qi wireless charging function.
The shape is simple and delicate with antique style that leads you to nostalgia. Top sound 
quality. Enjoy good times!

3. Installation and operation steps
 Out of the box installation
 – Align the light lamp pole with the DC socket and install it on the main body.

After instalation

Connect to power source and wireless charging operation:
1. Connect the device to a 5V2A or 9V/2A QC3.0 adapter through a type-C quick charge 
cable, to switch on the power. The LED indicator will flash twice when powered on.
2. Place your smartphone on the destinated wireless charge area. The LED indicator 
will remain on until the phone is fully charged and 1 minute has passed.
3. When a foreign object is detected between the phone and wireless charging area, the 
indicator LED will flash rapidly.



ENCompatible devices 

1. Apple: iPhone 13, iPhone 13 mini, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 12, 
iPhone 12 Mini, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 
Pro Max, iPhone X, iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus.
2. Samsung Galaxy S: 21 5G,21+ 5G,21 Ultra 5G, FE 5G,20 5G,20+5G,20 Ultra 
5G,10,10+,10e,9,9*,8,8+,7,7 edge, 6,6 edge,6 edge+6 G9209,6Active; Galaxy Note: 
10,10e,10+,9,8,7,6,5.
3. LG: G2 (VS980, Verizon version), G3, G6, G6+, G7, G7 ThinQG7+ ThinQG8, 
G8ThinQV30, V30+/35, V40 Thin QV50, V50 Thin Q, LG Lucid2 (VS870), 
LG Optimus F5 (As870), LG Optimus Vu3, Spectrum 2, Optimus G Pro, Optimus Vull, 
Optimus LTE 2, etc.
4. Motorola: Droid Turbo, Droid Turbo 2, Droid 5, Moto Maxx, Ultra M, Moto X Force.
5. HUAWEI: P50, P50 Pro, Mate 40 Pro, Mate 40 Pro+, Mate 40 RS, Mate 30, Mate 30 RS, 
Mate 30 Pro, Mate 30E Pro, P40 Pro, P40 Pro+, P30 Pro, Mate 20 Pro, Mate RS.
6. Xiaomi: 11 Ultra, 11 Pro, 11, 10s, MIX4, 10, 10 Pro, 9, 9 Pro, 9X, MIX 3, MIX 2S.
Including other devices with wireless charging receiver built-in; other some devices 
need to add a wireless charging receiver.
Note: All devices must meet the Qi standard.

LED Lamp operation:

1. The angle can be adjusted up/down 90 degrees and left/right 60 degrees.
2. Rotating the switch to the right will turn on the light and will increase the intensity 
gradually up to maximum.
3. Rotating the switch to the left will gradually decrease the intensity of the light and will 
eventually turn off the light.

Turn right -ON Turn left -ON
Adjust left
and right

Adjust up
and down

***Note – The light intensity cannot be adjusted if the Bluetooth speaker is turned on and used.



ENBluetooth speaker operation

1. Press and hold the rotary switch for 2 second to turn on the speaker.
2. The speaker will enter pairing state or connect to the last known device automatically.
3. Turn on the Bluetooth function on your phone/tablet/PC etc.… and search for Tellur 
Nostalgia
4. When the connection is successfully done, the speaker will emit a short notification 
sound.

Using the rotary switch in Bluetooth mode

1. Rotating the switch to the right will increase the volume up to maximum.
(a prompt sound will mark the maximum volume)
2. Rotating the switch to the left will decrease the volume up to minimum.
3. Short press the switch to play/pause
4. Long press the switch turn on/off the speaker.

Tellur Nostalgia



EN4. Technical specifications

Input: DC 5V/2A, 9V/2A
Input port: Type-C
Wireless power output: 15W(Max), 10W, 7.5W, 5W
Transmission distance: ≤6mm
Charging conversion rate: >75%
Product compatibilities: Fast charging* supported by iPhone 13 mini/ 13/ 13 Pro/ 13 
Pro Max/ iPhone 12 mini/ 12/ 12 Pro/ 12 Pro Max, iPhone 11/ 11 Pro/ 11 Max, iPhone 
XR/ X/ XS Max/ XS, iPhone8/ 8 Plus, Samsung S22 Ultra/ S22+/ S22/ S21 Ultra/ 
S21+/ S21/ Note 20 Ultra/ Note 20/ S20 FE/ S20 Ultra/ S20+/ S20/ S10+/ S10/ S10e/ 
S9/ S9+/ S8/ Note 8/ S7 Edge, Google 5, LG G6, LG G6 Plus, LG V30 and other Qi 
compatible devices
 Standard wireless charging for all Qi enabled devices
 *Min. QC2.0 fast charger adapter required for fast wireless charging (not included)
Safety protections: Overvoltage protection, temperature control and foreign object 
detection
Bluetooth version: 5.1
Working range: 10M
Rated power: 5W
Speaker size: 50mm
Bluetooth Pairing name: Tellur Nostalgia
Lighting power: 2W
Multi-angle adjustment: Vertical 90°, Horizontal 60°
Dimmable: Yes
Lumens: 26LM
Color temperature: 3000K
Lifetime: 50,000H
Beam Angle: 120°
Material: ABS
Available colors: Black, White
Size: 290 x 140 x 406mm
Weight: 600gr

Attention!
1. Please, keep the device away from water or other liquids.
2. If you need to clean the device, please, make sure it is not connected to the power 
supply.
3. Do not disassemble or modify the device.
4. Product working environment temperature range: -20˚C ~ 45˚C degrees.



EN5. Troubleshooting

1. If you’re experiencing interrupted or slow charging, check the following:
- The back of your phone should not have any metal, pop sockets or credit cards.
- Place the phone in the center of the charging surface (this lets the charging coil in 
your phone line up with the one inside the wireless charger.
- Phone case should not be ticker than 5 mm for effective charging.
2. If you’re failing to charge your device, please, try out the following:
- Please, restart your cellphone and test with other USB cable.
- Please, check whether the indicator turns on or not.
- Please, check if the Adapter is QC3.0 Quick Charger (Output 9V/2A) or not. iPhone 
original adapter does not match with the wireless charger. 
- Please, check your phone case thickness (≤5mm). 
3. If you’re using the recommended wireless charger with the QC3.0 adapter and 
have removed any potential charging obstructions, but are still experiencing issues, 
try:
- Replacing the cable connecting your wireless charger with the power supply.
- Check if the power adapter is working properly.
- Rebooting your phone.
- Unplug the adapter and reinsert it.

Disposal and recycling information

The crossed-out wheeled-bin symbol on your product, battery, literature or packaging 
reminds
you that all electronic products and batteries must be taken to separate waste collection 
points at the end of their working lives; they must not be disposed of in the normal waste 
stream with household garbage.
It is the responsibility of the user to dispose of the equipment using a designated collec-
tion point or service for separate recycling of waste electrical and electronic equipment 
(WEEE) and batteries according to local laws. 
Proper collection and recycling of your equipment helps ensure EEE waste is recycled in 
a manner that conserves valuable materials and protects human health and the environ-
ment, improper handling, accidental breakage, damage, and/or improper recycling at 
the end of its life may be harmful for health and environment.


